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The INTEGRAL mission and other high energy missions have provided key insights into a wide
variety of topics in astronomy, ranging from local to galactic to extragalactic. High-energy instruments on INTEGRAL have been greatly supported by gamma-ray missions such as Swift/BAT,
Fermi/LAT, and RXTE/HEXTE. In this review we highlight four recent discoveries in high energy
astrophysics: the clear detection of cyclotron lines in absorption in galactic transients, fluctuations
in the power output of the Crab nebula − previously thought to be a standard candle, the jetted
tidal disruption event Sw1644, and the log N − log S distribution of Compton thick AGN. For each
topic we first provide a general physical background for context, and then discuss the missions
that are supporting INTEGRAL on these topics. The unexpected nature of some of these discoveries continues to challenge our understanding of astrophysical processes, and underscores the
necessity of future, more detailed observations.
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1. Selected Science Highlights
1.1 Cyclotron lines

Cyclotron lines can appear in the spectra of accreting neutron stars (NSs) in binary systems if
the NS harbors a magnetic field B ∼ 1011 − 1013 G (Harding & Lai 2006). X-ray pulsars accrete
either via a stellar wind or Roche lobe overflow through an accretion disk. The NS magnetic
field channels the flow onto the magnetic poles with terminal free-fall velocities (GM/Rc) ∼ 0.4c.
The allowed transition levels between states in cyclotron absorption is given by εn /(me c2 ) = [(1 +
2n(B/BQED ) sin2 θ )1/2 −1]/ sin2 θ , where n is the excitation state, θ is the angle between the photon
propagation angle and magnetic field, and BQED = m2e c2 /(eh̄) = 4.414 × 1013 G. The critical field
BQED represents the point at which the nonrelativistic Landau energy h̄eB/(me c) equals the electron
rest energy me c2 . For B/BQED  1 this formula reduces to the “12-B-12 rule”, εn = 11.57nB12 keV,
where B12 = B/1012 G. In practice, the strong gravitational redshift from the NS surface introduces
an additional factor (1 + z)−1 , where typically z ' 0.3 for NSs. The source boasting the greatest
number of lines is 4U 0115+63 with five features detected (Heindl et al. 2000). The two panels
in Figure 1 show RXTE data for 4U 0115+63, best fit spectra for phase A and B (left and right,
respectively), where A is phase bin 0.32-0.38 (the falling edge of the main pulse), and B is phase
bin 0.70-0.76 (the falling edge of the secondary pulse). Five distinct absorption features are seen
in the phase A data, whereas three are seen in the phase B data. INTEGRAL has also provided a
valuable contribution to the field with the JEM-X/ISGRI detection of cyclotron lines from the highmass X-ray transient V0332+53 during decline from outburst (Mowlavi et al. 2006). Tsygankov et
al. (2006) present a study of V0332+53 which shows more clearly the displacement of cyclotron
line energies, possibly due to a change of the accretion column.
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Figure 1: RXTE/PCA and HEXTE detection of cyclotron absorption lines in 4U0115+63 (Heindl et al.
2000), a transient accreting X-ray pulsar (P = 3.6 s) in an eccentric 24.3 d orbit.
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1.2 Inconstancy of the Crab Nebula
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Figure 2: Gamma-ray flux >100 MeV of the synchrotron component of the Crab Nebula (Abdo et al. 2011).
Top panel shows the flux in 4 wk bins. Gray band indicates the average flux. Bottom panel shows the flux in
4 d bins during selected intervals.

The Crab nebula is the result of a supernova recorded in 1054 AD. At energies above ∼30 keV
it is the brightest persistent source in the sky. The nebula is powered by a pulsar with spin period
P = 0.033 s and period derivative Ṗ = 4.2 × 10−13 s s−1 . The observed power output Ėout for the
nebula, kinetic plus radiation, is ∼5×1038 erg s−1 . The expanding ejecta which make up the nebula
are thought to be powered primarily by the spin-down energy from the pulsar Ėloss = IΩΩ̇, where
I is the neutron star moment of inertia and Ω the rotational rate 2π/P. Evaluating the loss rate
assuming neutron star parameters M = 1.4M , R = 12 km, I = 1.4 × 1045 g cm2 , and the observed
spin-down rate yields Ėloss = 6.4 × 1038 erg s−1 , in line with the total nebula power output. Based
on these simple considerations, the recent Fermi/LAT finding of large GeV flares coming from the
Crab nebula was totally unexpected (Figure 2, from Abdo et al. 2011; see also Tavani et al. 2011).
Unexpected variability is also seen in lower energy gamma-ray measurements in Figure 3 which
shows composite long term light curves of the Crab nebula in various high energy bands (from
Wilson-Hodge et al. 2011). The Crab was previously thought to be a steady source and was used
as a calibration standard. Now we learn that GeV flares on week-long timescales occur and that
3
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∼20% variability on year-long timescales is detected. Observations from AGILE, Fermi, Swift,
RXTE and INTEGRAL have been combined to make these discoveries.

1.3 A Jetted Tidal Disruption Event
Tidal disruption events (TDEs) are caused by the tidal disruption of stars that venture too close
to the massive black holes (MBHs) at the centers of galaxies (Rees 1988, Phinney 1989). Prior to
March 2011, nearly all our observational information was based on optical/UV studies (Gezari et al.
2006, 2008) or long-term X-ray data with poor time sampling (Komossa et al. 2004). This changed
with the discovery by Swift of GRB 110328A/Swift J1644 (= Sw1644), a TDE viewed down the
jet axis of a MBH in the nucleus of a galaxy at redshift z = 0.35 (Bloom et al. 2011, Burrows et al.
2011, Levan et al. 2011, Zauderer et al. 2011). In hindsight, it is surprising that there was almost
no prior appreciation (e.g., Giannios & Metzger 2011) that one might have a TDE viewed down
the axis of the black hole jet, such that boosting would occur. For Sw1644 only the boosted, jetted
emission was seen; despite early optimism that the thermal flux from the accretion disk might be
observable in XMM-Newton observations at the ∼1% level, it was not detected with any statistical
significance. Continued observations for over 1 yr with the Swift/XRT have shown an apparent
long term decay law Lx ∝ t −α with α ' −1.3, (Figure 4), which may be consistent with the decay
4
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Figure 3: Composite light curves of the Crab nebula from RXTE/PCA (15 − 50 keV: black diamonds),
Swift/BAT (top: 14 − 50 keV, bottom: 50 − 100 keV: red filled circles), Fermi/GBM (top: 15 − 50 keV,
bottom: 50 − 100 keV: open blue squares), INTEGRAL/ISGRI (top: 20 − 50 keV, Bottom: 50 − 100 keV:
green triangles), and INTEGRAL/JEM-X2 (10 − 25 keV) (Wilson-Hodge et al. 2011). Each data set has been
normalized to its mean rate during MJD 54690 − 54790.
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of a freely expanding, advectively dominated slim disk (Cannizzo, Troja, & Lodato 2011). This
decay law appears to hold as early as t ' 10 d, indicating that the dividing point between “stellar
fallback” (L ∝ t −5/3 ) and “disk accretion” (L ∝ t −4/3 ) (Phinney 1989, Cannizzo, Lee, & Goodman
1990) may have been at <
∼ 10 d, indicative of a deeply plunging disruption. This is in contrast to
the more probable event where a disruption occurs close to the classical tidal disruption radius, in
which case the dividing point would lie at years to decades. If Sw1644 was deeply plunging, that
may also be part of the reason it was a powerful, jetted TDE.
5
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Figure 4: The long term Swift/XRT X-ray light curve of Sw1644 through 1 July 2012 from the public
Swift/XRT website (as described in Evans et al. 2007, 2009). The top panel shows the data as log LX − t,
whereas the middle and bottom show log LX − logt. A least squares fit to the decay slope with ∆ logt = 0.125
binning in time gives −1.34 for the decay slope. Other binnings give similar rates.
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1.4 A Census of Compton Thick AGN
Until recently heavy absorption toward the centers of galaxies has limited our view of accretion
onto supermassive black holes. Locally the ratio of obscured to unobscured sources is about four
to one. The most heavily obscured AGNs are those for which the HI column density exceeds the
inverse Thomson cross section ∼1.5 × 1024 cm−2 . These are termed “Compton thick” (CT) AGNs.
Now, thanks to wide-area surveys at high energies it has become possible to study a well defined
sample of CT AGNs and to address such issues as the fraction of AGNs contributing to the cosmic
X-ray background (XRB). Figure 5 shows a log N − log S distribution for AGN detected at high
energies derived from Swift/BAT and INTEGRAL/IBIS surveys (Treister et al. 2009). Treister et al.
determine the contribution of CT AGNs to the XRB to be small, about 9%.
NuSTAR will write the next chapter in this line of research with its ∼100 times better sensitivity; for a small patch on the sky it will burrow down to a flux level ∼100 times smaller than
indicated in Figure 5, and delineate any changes in the log N − log S relationship at flux levels
−12 erg cm−2 s−1 .
<
∼10
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Figure 5: The log N − log S distribution for AGN detected at high energies (Treister et al. 2009). CT
AGN detected with Swift (top panel) and INTEGRAL (bottom panel). Black solid lines show the expected
AGN log N − log S from the population synthesis model of Treister & Urry (2005). Dashed lines mark the
Euclidean slope normalized to the number of Swift and INTEGRAL CT AGNs. Gray lower limits indicate
previously known transmission-dominated AGN with hard X-ray observations, not detected in the Swift or
INTEGRAL surveys.
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2. Forthcoming hard X-ray/soft gamma-ray missions

3. Summary
The last decade has overseen a wealth of unexpected results in high energy astrophysics, as
typified by discoveries from INTEGRAL and other high energy observatories. The universe has
been revealed to be a more wondrous and sometimes violent place than previously imagined. Some
of the results discussed were unexpected, such as the variability of the Crab nebula, whereas other
results have complemented those from lower energy wavebands. Given our incomplete understanding of some of these phenomena, there is enormous opportunity for more detailed follow-up. The
future is bright for high energy astrophysics.
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